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New Riders' [digital] series is performing a tremendous service to the  computer animation and graphics community. The newest addition to this family is  [digital] Lighting & Rendering. Author Jeremy Birn has long been regarded  as a talented computer graphics artist and generous writer, and he's been  sharing his techniques and discoveries for years.
  Using computer graphic and 3-D tools to create accurate images is easy; using  them to produce beautiful, inviting, memorable images requires more than  technical skill. [digital] Lighting & Rendering introduces reasons and  techniques for using light, shadow, texture, and composition. The book is not  software-specific, but demonstrates techniques that are applicable to almost any  3-D graphics application. It is assumed, however, that your 3-D software of  choice supports such basic rendering features as soft shadows, light maps,  colored gels, depth-of-field blur, motion blur, and so on.

  The first half of the book discusses lighting and shadow: lighting workflow;  light types; using lighting rigs, such as three-point lighting; shadows and  shadow type; and light quality. Lighting--how it's used, where it's placed,  the kind of shadow it casts, its intensity--is critical to any image, whether  you're creating a photorealistic computer re-creation or a surreal fantasy  picture. [digital] Lighting & Rendering explains not just how to use  various lighting techniques, but why.

  An outstanding chapter on color and its use through composition and lighting  offers insight into how colors are perceived and how color affects a scene. The  importance of color, hue, and saturation should not be underestimated, and the  examples in this chapter, like in every other, drive home that point.

  Additional chapters cover exposure, composition and staging, materials and  textures, and compositing. There is no accompanying CD-ROM, but the  platform-generic nature of the book (and of the subject matter itself) makes it  unnecessary. The book is designed to educate and inform; it is up to readers to  apply what they learn to their own projects.

  Although fewer than 300 pages long, [digital] Lighting & Rendering is an  informative and important book, useful to any computer graphics artist. Each  page is filled with fascinating, immediately helpful information about the  craft. The publisher spared no expense on the book's production, either--every  page is in color, with at least one color photo per page illuminating the text.  Mr. Birn's experience and insight are not to be underestimated, and this book is  not to be missed. --Mike Caputo

Digital Lighting contains strategies for lighting design that are relevant to any digital artist. It presents an awareness of computer lighting models, how they differ from real-world lighting effects, and how to approach 3D lighting projects differently from practical light. Topics covered include: What good lighting can do for you; Light sources; Shading; Shadows; Exposure and content; Color: temperature, correction, mood; Qualities of light; 3-point lighting; Indirect illumination; Multipass rendering and compositing; Lighting in production; and Case studies: natural lighting, interior lighting, character lighting, and effects lighting.
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Designing with Data: Improving User Experience with Large Scale User TestingO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Amazon, Netflix, Google, and Facebook have all used data-driven design techniques to improve the user experience of their consumer products. With this book, you’ll learn how improve your design decisions through data-driven A/B testing, and how you can apply this process to everything from small design tweaks to large-scale UX...
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Confronting Cyber-Bullying: What Schools Need to Know to Control Misconduct and Avoid Legal ConsequencesCambridge University Press, 2009
This book is directed to academics, educators, and government policy-makers who are concerned about addressing emerging cyber-bullying and anti-authority student expressions through the use of cell phone and Internet technologies. There is a current policy vacuum relating to the extent of educators' legal responsibilities to intervene when such...
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Going Stealth: Transgender Politics and U.S. Surveillance PracticesDuke University Press, 2019

	
		In Going Stealth Toby Beauchamp demonstrates how the enforcement of gender conformity is linked to state surveillance practices that identify threats based on racial, gender, national, and ableist categories of difference. Positioning surveillance as central to our understanding of transgender politics, Beauchamp examines a...
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A Practical Introduction to Enterprise Network and Security ManagementAuerbach Publications, 2017

	
		Computer networking and cybersecurity are challenging subjects, partly because of the constant rise and fall of related technologies and IT paradigms. As the title implies, much focus of this book is on providing the audience with practical, as well as, theoretical knowledge necessary to build a solid ground for a successful...
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Getting Started with Oracle Data Integrator 11g: A Hands-on TutorialPackt Publishing, 2012

	The May 26, 2011 edition of the Economist magazine cites a report by the the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) about data becoming a factor of production, such as physical or human capital. Across the industry, enterprises are investing significant resources in harnessing value from vast amounts of data to innovate, compete, and reduce...
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Pro ReactApress, 2015

	Pro React teaches you how to successfully structure increasingly complex front-end applications and interfaces. This book explores the React library in depth, as well as detailing additional tools and libraries in the React ecosystem, enabling you to create complete, complex applications.


	You will learn how to use React...
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